Programme

The workshops and seminar will take place at Catholic University of Valencia, sede Marqués de Campo, except for the first day.

Address: De la Corona street, 34, 46003 Valencia, Aula Magna A6101

Please bring your own recharged laptop with you.

Monday, 18 July

KICK-OFF DAY

Address: Veles i Vents building, 46024 Valencia (España)

09:00 - 09:30  Welcome – Ice-breaking
  José Manuel Pagán Agulló, Rector of UCV
  Jean-Marc Ogier, Chair of the EU-CONEXUS Governing Board
  José Frasquet, Strategy Director of La Marina de Valencia

09:30 - 12:00  3 Minutes Thesis (students presentation of PhD thesis)

12:00 - 12:30  COFFEE BREAK

12:30 - 13:30  Formation of student working groups

13:30 - 15:00  LUNCH BREAK

15:00 - 16:30  Why do we need open science? Why of open research?
  David Kane, SETU

17:00 - 18:00  Welcome Cocktail
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Tuesday, 19 July
OPEN ACCESS AND WRITING SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES

09:00 - 10:30  Open access publication: research literature
                Daliborka Luketić and Zvjezdan Penezić, UNIZD
10:30 - 11:00  COFFEE BREAK
11:00 - 13:00  Practical session: How to write a scientific article?
                Cristiana Croitoru and Ilinca Nastase - UTCB
13:00 - 14:15  LUNCH BREAK - Ethnography museum café, self paid
14:15 - 16:00  How to write a scientific article? Progress presentation - Feedback
                Cristiana Croitoru and Ilinca Nastase - UTCB
16:00 - 17:00  Study/Group work time (not obligatory)
17:00 - 20:00  City Tour (optional), meeting point:
                Main Cathedral door, De la Reina square, Valencia

Wednesday, 20 July
OPEN RESEARCH AND DRAFT PROJECT PROPOSAL

09:00 - 10:30  Show & tell session: your knowledge management
                David Kane, SETU
10:30 - 11:00  COFFEE BREAK
11:00 - 13:00  Practical session: How to draft a research project proposal?
                Danica Ramljak, World Bank
13:00 - 14:15  LUNCH BREAK - Self paid
14:15 - 16:00  How to draft a research project proposal?
                Progress presentation - Feedback
                Danica Ramljak, World Bank
16:00 - 18:00  Study/Group work time (not obligatory)
19:00 - 23:00  Guided tour to Albufera Natural Park (optional) meeting point: Campus
                Santa Úrsula, street Guillem de Castro 94
                Dinner in El Palmar (self paid, about 20-25 EUR)
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Thursday, 21 July

OPEN RESEARCH COLLABORATION

09:00 - 10:30  Open collaboration: practice sharing, networking
               Pablo Vidal, UCV

10:30 - 11:00  COFFEE BREAK

11:00 - 13:00  Practical session: Science communication and popularisation
               Case of Dogs Archaeologists: from fiction to fact, by Vedrana
               Glavaš, UNIZD
               Successful ingredients for a global dissemination of research. The
               case of Paella Valenciana, by Pablo Vidal, UCV

13:00 - 14:15  LUNCH BREAK - Self paid

14:15 - 16:00  Science communication and popularisation. Progress presentation -
               Feedback

16:00 - 18:00  Study/Group work time (not obligatory)

18:00  Free time

Friday, 22 July

OPEN SCIENCE CHALLENGE AND WRITING A PATENT

09:00 - 10:30  Open science challenge: reproducible research, copyright and
               intellectual property rights
               Rasa Ziliene, KU

10:30 - 11:00  COFFEE BREAK

11:00 - 13:00  Practical session: How to write a Patent application?
               James O'Sullivan, SETU

13:00 - 13:10  BREAK

13:10 - 14:30  How to write a Patent? Progress presentation -Feedback
               James O'Sullivan, SETU

14:30 - 15:00  CLOSING CEREMONY

15:00 - 16:30  10 ingredients of authentic Valencia paella:
               farewell lunch, hosted by UCV

*Agenda and timelines may slighlty change due to organisational issues.